linson, Mark Wright, Martin Holroyd, pete Ward, tim allen, and
Jarvist Moore Frost, could rig to the sump and Jason could get
on with the job of re-lining it. no one had visited this camp since
the ’94 expedition, and the previous team had left remnants of
their stay, which we removed over the course of the expedition.
the camp was remarked by many people to be one of the most
comfortable underground camps they’d ever stayed in. the ambient temperature was warm, the ground dry, and the large chamber
had plenty of space for large numbers of people to sleep. our
plan relied upon there being lots of people in the cave to move
the mountain of gear, so we didn’t want the camping situation
to be a bottleneck on people coming in. We therefore set up a
large number of communal sleeping bags and mats. this worked
very well in the spacious sala grande de Mazateca, which on
the busiest night had 15 people sleeping there!
A couple of hours’ travel below camp, the final stretch of
passage before sump 1 was a narrow river canyon full of white
water that reverberated with a deafening roar. in ’94 Bill stone’s
divers slept and lived on a platform made from webbing and
scaffold poles strung across the sump pool in this noisy place.
However we preferred to travel back up the Lower gorge to the
more comfortable camp above. although we weren’t sleeping
by the sump, we still needed somewhere to assemble our equipment and get changed. the clean-washed rock with steep sides
offered only a few ledges we could use. Fortunately, though, we’d

pool of water focused the mind! thankfully nothing critical was
dropped into the swirling waters.
ahead of schedule, just one week after we’d started caving,
Jason was ready for a first dive into Sump 1. Assisted into the
water by Mike Bottomley, tom Baker, and andy Kuszyk, his
mission would be to reinstall the guide line through the underwater passage. the sump had been lined back in ’94, but 19 years
had taken its toll and there were only fragments of the original
line. although it had taken 20+ dives for the original explorers
to find their way through, we had the advantage of their survey
and mapping data plus the occasional piece of diving debris to
mark the way. Jason relined all of sumps 1 and 2 in a single
dive using his Kiss rebreather. after surfacing he made a short
reconnaissance of the cave ahead before returning to Camp 3
around midnight.
it took another week of work in the cave before the whole
five-man team was ready to dive through and camp on the far
side. Jason was ready a day ahead of everyone else and spent an
extra night at Camp 6, from where he was able to reconnoitre
the route down to sump 9.
We’d carried four large dry tubes into the cave, but between all
of the divers we had enough equipment to fill six of the containers. Fortunately three of our diving team were using rebreathers,
so that with each diver making two journeys underwater we’d
get all of our camping equipment past sumps 1 and 2. Made
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